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High School Voc News from Mr. Boudreaux: 

● New heat press to print logos on hats was purchased with profits from fangear sales 
● Now have fangear@ftbroncs email for ordering.  (I was going to provide you with 

ordering information, but the class is struggling to keep up with demand as it is now). 
● Working on getting the Broncs fangear web page up 
● We have a Visolux on loan from MonTech to try out.  It is a tablet-type device that can 

be used by people with visual impairment to augment text on things like labels.  Its 
portability allows the student to carry it on-the-go to read text in the environment 
(signs, grocery labels, menus, etc.).  We have owned something similar for several 
years, but it is not portable and has been used on a classroom  table for reading 
instruction. 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
From Alane Dobie, Speech-Language Pathologist: 
Chromebooks are being utilized for virtual speech therapy.  During virtual therapy , the SLPs are 
able to share speech and language apps with the student so that the session can be more 
interesting and interactive.  Some apps allow them to target social skills where the student has 
to problem solve social situations, choose a correct answer given a social scenario, and 
correctly articulate words located in pictures presented through on-line board games.  There are 
also activities such as fishing for objects and locating matching objects to say target words 
during a game of Memory.  
  
From Jenna Nile, Intermediate Special Education Teacher 
Since Ms. Nile began dedicating a Chromebook to each of her students, she has seen greater 
efficiency as it has cut down on lag time, waiting for students to log in and out of them.  They 
have also made it easier for supplemental instruction in cooperation with the General Education 
teachers. (She will be at the board meeting if anyone would like to know more about this.) 
Training Opportunities 
 
Trainings 
Kristin Kzaley has graciously volunteered to begin coursework with the School of the Deaf and 
Blind to become a Montana certified Braille Instructor.  The course is free but takes 
approximately two years to complete and is fairly rigorous.  Instead of riding a bus, Kristin will 
stay after school an hour each day to take the online classes.  There will (hopefully) also be 
opportunities for her to travel for some in-person training later in the year and next. 
 
Kathy Weishaar will provide training of safety procedures surrounding blood-borne pathogens, 
bodily fluids, and PPE this early out for paras hired after the start of the year. 

 


